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Daily Fantasy Basketball: A Guide to Field Winning Lineups details strategies and tips to succeed in

daily fantasy basketball. It is a one-stop guide that, when read from beginning to end, gives daily

fantasy basketball players of all levels insights into what it takes to field consistent winning lineups

and grind your way to profits. Highlights of  Daily Fantasy Basketball: A Guide to Field Winning

Lineups include : Why you should play daily fantasy basketball instead of daily fantasy football and

baseballA comprehensive look at the daily fantasy sports environment and your chances of

successWhich DFS site you should choose including the pros and cons of eachA look at lineup

composition and scoring for FanDuel and DraftKingsThe different types of games available to play

including cash games and tournamentsStrategies for head-to-heads, 50/50s and guaranteed prize

pool tournamentsBankroll management techniquesResearch resources that are crucial for success

in daily fantasy basketballA comprehensive breakdown and analysis of a top GPP lineup
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I think Patrick Tursic really knows what heâ€™s talking about. The strategies and tips described in



this book make logical sense but he explains how they work anyway.This grinderâ€™s guide is a

great resource for anyone looking to up their fantasy basketball game from beginner to advanced. I

got a lot out of his section on the general lineup composition and how you should change your

strategy based on the different types of games you encounter.You will definitely have a deeper

knowledge of the best fantasy basketball tactics after reading this book cover to cover.

Includes some general good advice for beginners, but if you've been playing a while you'll know

most of this. The main problem that I have with this book is that, although the topic is supposedly on

grinding, the main example that he builds up to is the one time that he won big, which isn't really the

purpose of the book. The main example at the end should be replaced with more grinding

examples. Also, overall, the strategy nets you very, very, very little cash. I mean very little. The

author recommends head-to-head games (and 50/50s, but he seems to favor the H2H games).

Remember that the sites take a small cut of H2H games, so if you play a $1 game and win, you

don't win $1, rather 80 cents. He says that he wins 60 or 65% of those games on most days, so you

have to subtract all of your losses as well. Do the math and you'll realize just how extremely little

this is (and this assumes that you don't have any bad days--if you have just one bad day and lose

$10 or whatever, it might take you a week to make it up with this system, during which time you

could have another bad day). Even if you take "safe" players, sometimes they get scratched last

minute for whatever reason--this is particularly a problem on FanDuel because you can't alter your

lineup once the competition starts (you can do it on DraftKings--FanDuel really needs to change

that). Overall--of course the strategy in this book is fairly safe. You won't lose much. But I think

"griding" is an understatement, because even with excellent play you'll be lucky to bank much.

Sorry, just my honest opinion after having played on my own and tried the methods with mixed

success.

One of my go-to guys for Fantasy Sports, this book will really help you, no matter if you are new to

the game, or an experienced Veteran. Something here for everyone! With DraftKings and many of

the 1 day leagues on the rise, this will help you get closer to success!

The author gives the REAL truth and explains how difficult it is to win big tournaments. Money to be

made comes from hard research and the slow grind of day to day games. He shows how he put

together his lineups and the reason for his selections.



As a daily fantasy sports player I was looking for a good book on daily NBA and I found it with this

one. Pretty much everything is covered. Choosing a DFS site, the different roster and scoring rules.

Coming up with lineups for all the different game types (cash games, GPPs). The section on

research was extremely helpful as was the last chapter that dissected a winning GPP lineup and the

thought process that went into generating it.It's an excellent read for any daily fantasy basketball

player. Highly recommended.

An excellent source of information. The author is very honest about winning money in daily sports

fantasy. The DFS strategies are simple and logical.

Good insight and great for people just getting started in daily fantasy sports... . . . . . .

Great book for a beginner in DFS. I found it to be a quick read and won my first $5 double-up with

his advice. I would actually call it a must read for beginners.
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